LONDON – From 8 to 12 November 2019, Christie’s in partnership with De Beers Group will present Rare Treasures of the Earth, a museum-quality public exhibition uncovering the mystery of nature’s most beautiful gems. Featuring spectacular fancy coloured diamonds alongside rare rocks and minerals, the exhibition will showcase interactive demonstrations from De Beers Group Institute of Diamonds, tracing the diamond’s journey from deep within the earth to a captivating jewel.

Focusing on the science behind the diamonds, experts from De Beers Group will be on hand to educate visitors as to what gives these rare diamonds their unique colours, and the rigorous criteria a diamond must meet to be classified as a fancy colour. They will also share the intricate process involved when polishing a fancy coloured diamond and provide specialist grading demonstrations from the Institute’s team of specially trained graders.
Mei Giam, Christie’s Jewellery Private Sales Director: “The coloured diamond is the world’s most valuable gemstone, an exclusive beauty revered for its rarity and individual colour expression. With a shared dedication to scholarship and expertise, we are delighted to collaborate with De Beers Group on our Private Sales Jewellery event, Rare Treasures of the Earth, exploring the origin, rarity and value of these extraordinary gemstones. The exhibition represents our annual public facing celebration of jewels, sharing insight into the stones at the heart of the jewellery we wear, admire and aspire to own.”

Jonathan Kendall, President of De Beers Group Institute of Diamonds: “Christie’s and De Beers Group share a passion for the miracles of nature that are diamonds and how they play a central role in the luxury world. With De Beers Group’s diamond knowledge based on a legacy of more than 100 years at the vanguard of the industry, our leading Institute of Diamonds’ grading reports provide Christie’s collectors with the assurance and insight they are seeking about these exquisite gemstones. The Rare Treasures of the Earth exhibition represents a perfect partnership where both De Beers Group and Christie’s can bring their expertise to bear, and we look forward to developing our close relationship even further.”

Leading the exhibition is The Cullinan Dream, a 24.18ct Fancy Intense Blue VS2 Rectangular-Shaped Diamond, drawn from the Cullinan mine in South Africa, formerly known as the Premier mine. The combination of the size, colour and extreme rarity together make the Cullinan Dream a truly exceptional diamond, remarkable for its pure and consistently strong blue colour throughout every facet. Further highlights include superb coloured diamonds including a Fancy Vivid Pinkish Purple Diamond of 2.01ct, a Fancy Purplish Red Diamond of 1.09ct and a Fancy Vivid Bluish Green Diamond of 1.42ct.

Complementing the coloured diamonds in the exhibition is a vast selection of unusual minerals and crystals sourced from the furthest corners of the globe by Dale Rogers Ammonite, London’s premier crystal gallery. Breathtaking and magnificent examples include jade, labradorite, quartz and agate. Together these geological wonders offer an experience of nature’s alchemy in an exhibition paying tribute to earth’s treasury and legacy to mankind.
This selling exhibition is curated by Christie’s Jewellery Private Sales and the Natural History Department, demonstrating the striking synergy between these rare crystals and exceptional jewels, each formed within the earth and marking the first time such a collaboration has taken place at the auction house.

Christie’s Jewellery Private Sales is a bespoke service dedicated to clients who wish to acquire jewels privately as and when they wish outside the auction calendar. Building upon Christie’s long-standing tradition, with a global presence in over 40 countries, Private Sales provide privileged access to rare and exquisite gems through an extensive network of collectors and professionals around the world.

The Science & Natural History sales held annually at Christie’s London encompass a wide range of objects and artefacts, including billion-year-old fossils and astrolabes, representing some of the most important scientific discoveries of the modern world.
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About Christie’s

Christie’s, the world’s leading art business, had auction sales in the first half of 2019 that totalled £2.2 billion / $2.8 billion. Christie’s is a name and place that speaks of extraordinary art, unparalleled service and international expertise. Christie’s offers around 350 auctions annually in over 80 categories, including all areas of fine and decorative arts, jewellery, photographs, collectibles, wine, and more. Prices range from $200 to over $100 million. Christie’s also has a long and successful history conducting private sales for its clients in all categories, with emphasis on Post-War & Contemporary, Impressionist & Modern, Old Masters and Jewellery. Alongside regular sales online, Christie’s has a global presence in 46 countries, with 10 salerooms around the world including in London, New York, Paris, Geneva, Milan, Amsterdam, Dubai, Zürich, Hong Kong, and Shanghai.

About De Beers Group and De Beers Group Institute of Diamonds

Established in 1888, De Beers Group is the world’s leading diamond company with expertise in the exploration, mining and marketing of diamonds. Together with its joint venture partners, De Beers Group employs more than 20,000 people across the diamond pipeline and is the world’s largest diamond producer by value, with mining operations in Botswana, Canada, Namibia and South Africa. Innovation sits at the heart of the De Beers Group strategy as it develops its portfolio of brands, including De Beers Jewellers and Forevermark, and other pioneering solutions, such as recently launched diamond sourcing and traceability initiatives Gemfair and Tracr. De Beers Group employees are committed to ‘Building Forever,’ a holistic and integrated approach for creating a better future – one that is fairer, safer, cleaner and healthier; where safety, human rights and ethical integrity continue to be paramount; and where communities thrive and the environment is protected. De Beers Group is a member of the Anglo American plc group. For further information, visit www.debeersgroup.com.

De Beers Group Institute of Diamonds’ mission is to grow and strengthen confidence across the diamond industry, offering a range of expert courses relating to diamond education in each area of the diamond pipeline. From building basic knowledge of the diamond journey from mine to finger through to learning the exceptional skills of a professional diamond grader, our students build their skills for the benefit of the industry and consumers.

There are three campuses of De Beers Group Institute of Diamonds: Maidenhead, UK; Antwerp, Belgium; and Surat, India. These are also the locations for diamond grading (exclusively for natural, untreated diamonds). For more information, visit www.debeersgroupinstitute.com and www.debeersgroupservices.com.